Abstract: Using participant observation, oral history interviews, and a study of court transcripts, Internet chats, and press coverage of a 2006 murder trial of an Iranian-American man in Williamsport, Pennsylvania, we can better appreciate the dynamic intersection of ethnicity, religion, and gender in constructing the social identity of Iranian-Americans. Brian Hosayn Yasipour, who immigrated to the United States in 1969, was convicted of murder in the third degree for killing his four-year-old daughter in 2001 during a custody dispute with his estranged, Iranian-born wife. He managed to avoid the death penalty. Debates about his guilt in America hinged on assessments of his mental state at the time of the crime and this, in turn, hinged on debates about how normative his actions would have been in Iran. Until his arrest, Brian had led a highly mobile life-moving back and forth between America, where he lived as a Christian, and Iran, where he visited as a Muslim. Was he a calculating Iranian-Islamic patriarch, outraged at the defiance of his wife and the attitudes of American courts toward his paternal rights? Or was he, per the court transcripts, a "white Christian" and survivor of childhood rape back in Iran, who lapsed into madness under the strain of his second divorce? Brian actively blurred these issues in court appearances before and after the murder-often expressing his agency in terms of preserving his imaginary and physical mobility.
Introduction

Overview
In this study I make use of a "regimes of im/mobility" approach (Schiller and Salazar 2013; Hackl et al. 2016 ) to analyze how ethnic identity, religious identity and gender ideology influenced the trial of an Iranian-American man in Williamsport, Pennsylvania for murder. Trial transcripts clearly illustrate how both the defense and prosecution exploited the ambiguity of Brian Yasipour's identity to bolster arguments for and against the proposition that Brian was legally insane at the time of the crime. But they also illustrate that Brian himself did not simply exist in a liminal state-not quite American, not quite Iranian-but deliberately moved between Iranian and American contexts both physically and conceptually from the time he arrived in the United States in 1969 until his arrest. He continued to assert his mobility conceptually while incarcerated, both before and after his conviction.
This study is also based on my observations as a pro bono consultant to pre-trial preparations of Brian's attorneys from [2004] [2005] [2006] , interviews with a number of participants conducted between 2010 and 2014, local media coverage, and the Internet postings of individuals who monitored the trial. These sources clearly illustrate the instability of the social categories applied to Brian Yasipour and his family by the Court and local community. The trial accomplished a sort of judicial assimilation and with the stuffed animals and the flowers he had bought. He complained that he was hungry (and a diabetic), so an officer was sent to McDonald's. There, Mellie approached the officer. Brian had done this before-been late with Susan. Once before, in fact, he had kidnapped her. The week before Brian had followed Mellie and Susan from the McDonald's to the Learning Works and had threatened Mellie (but not Susan). Because of the way a custody hearing had gone earlier that day, she was worried that Brian had kidnapped Susan again. He had lost some of his visitation time so that Susan could start kindergarten in September, but she had agreed to let Brian have Susan for the afternoon following the hearing. Kidnapping was likely the worst thing Mellie could imagine Brian doing in response. Almost no one who testified-and certainly no one who knew the family well-had imagined Brian could do this.
The trial focused on the day of the murder, but it also examined many aspects of Brian's life before the trial (See Table A1 in Appendix A). For all that detail, it also left some information out of the discussion completely. Brian had not just sobbed at the sight of his daughter's photograph. Later that night he had confessed. Because Brian had not been properly Mirandized on the night of his arrest, Judge Anderson ruled his confession inadmissible on 22 November 2002 (Anderson 2002) . All of the attorneys present at court in March 2006 and, of course, Judge Anderson himself, were aware of the confession but did not present it in open court or debate in any recorded sidebar in Judge Anderson's chambers. I, as a consultant to the defense, was not aware of the confession at the time. But since a record of it exists as part of the 22 November ruling, Brian's confession can be included in this analysis (Section 2.3).
Winning the motion to suppress Brian's confession was an important victory in the pre-trial period for his attorneys provided by the Public Defender's office, William Miele and Nicole Spring. Given the physical and circumstantial evidence, however, they also knew that the facts of the case would not exonerate Brian. "We ruled out self-defense pretty quick," Miele quipped. They were, of course, horrified by the crime but also obligated to provide a defense for Brian. Brian's history of mental illness would be crucial in defending his life, not his actions on 24 August. Miele had been worried about a jury trial, "for two reasons: one was the victim and the other was his nationality. Because this is a small, conservative, narrow-minded community." Nicole Spring added, "Any kind of Middle Eastern (background). The fear being that he killed a female child and is that going to be 'Okay, he thinks he has the right to' (Miele and Spring 2010, Time Index 7:38-8:28) ?" Furthermore, Miele and Spring became aware of the prosecution's plan to use Brian's own words to help play to those biases and to undermine Brian's insanity defense. Prosecutor Michael Dinges was going to argue that Brian killed Susan in accordance with Iranian patriarchal norms. So, as part of preparations for what they assumed would be an inevitable "penalty phase" of the trial, they recruited me as a "cultural expert" on Iran to argue that Brian's actions would not, in fact, be considered "normal" in Iran. Rather, they intended to argue, Iran was the place where Brian's mental troubles began with the trauma of being raped by an older boy when he was twelve. I served in that role pro bono from late 2004 until the trial's conclusion in 2006 and, therefore, participated in the crafting of the hybrid cultural-insanity defense to counter the "cultural prosecution" Brian faced.
I raise these two issues here to highlight the essential methodological challenge of this study: I did not participate in the trial with the intent of observing it for academic study. But, as the trial date approached and I caught more glimpses of how the defense team was managing the issue of Brian's identity using my input about Iranian history and society, I resolved to reflect on what was happening as soon as the case reached its legal conclusion; this turned out to be the Superior Court of Pennsylvania's rejection of Brian's last appeal in 2008. With some funding from my campus, I ordered the full trial transcript (approximately 1200 pages, double-spaced) and traveled to Williamsport twice in 2010 to interview key participants. The transcripts were supplemented with several other court opinions on the case made available by the Lycoming Law Association (http://www.lycolaw.org).
I also revisited media coverage of the trial. My first impression of the local media coverage happened during the trial. This is because shortly before the trial, the defense team decided that the report I wrote for the Court would be sufficient and that it was unlikely that I would be called to testify about it. So, I did not attend the trial itself. As the trial progressed, they became less sure of that decision and wanted me to be available to testify by phone. So, each day during the trial, I scoured the Internet for glimpses of media coverage to supplement the brief updates I received from Miele and Spring. The most thorough coverage came from the Williamsport Sun-Gazette. But my search turned up something more: an active discussion on a web forum called Forums for Justice. Participants in this particular form of "non-institutional" media coverage of crime (Wheeler 2008) seem to obsess over abduction and murder cases-that of JonBenet Ramsey, in particular, with posts continuing to the time of writing. Two individuals dominated the five pages of posts on the "Yasipour thread" from 7 March to 19 April 2006: "Quinn" and "LurkerXIV." Quinn attended the trial and re-posted Williamsport Sun-Gazette coverage. In 2014, I had an opportunity to interview Stephanie Farr about her time covering the trial; she had not been aware of the FFJ discussions. At times, the substance of the virtual dialogue between Quinn and LurkerXIV epitomized the Islamophobic bias that Miele and Spring were afraid might exist in a local jury pool. But, as we shall see, their engagement with the Yasipours was more complicated than that.
In addition to the genre of microhistory, there was another academic prism through which I reflected upon this case: studies of "cultural defense." Volpp (2012) notes that the state employs metaphors about the legally imagined space of the homeland; these metaphors can change in accordance with attitudes about immigrants to support rulings against the interests of "non-White" immigrants and refugees. She also points out that both domestic and international legal orders divide the world into "failed states" with "pathological cultures," whose calling card is violence against women, versus (Western) states with functioning civil societies and "a monopoly on legitimate violence (Volpp 2006) ." The prosecution's case might be thought of as an attempt to portray Brian as a typical product of a pathological foreign culture. In this reading his hyper-patriarchal gender ideology would have nothing to do with his damaged psyche. Instead, it was marker of his foreign-ness. A study of "cultural defense" in Belgium notes how it can be seen as a kind of performance in which a defense attorney actually emphasizes the foreignness of a client so that the jury will see the client's attorney as part of their society and be more receptive to the defense's argument (D'hondt 2010) . A similar dynamic was evident in the transcript of the sidebar in Judge Anderson's chambers discussed in Section 2.2. Miele emphasized Brian's Iranian Muslim roots every bit as much as District Attorney Dinges, but to a different end: portraying Brian as the victim of a pathological culture. For the most part though, academic studies of "cultural defense" rest on close readings of legal opinions and related academic and journalistic commentary (For examples, see (Levine 2003; Demian 2008; Sharafi 2008) ). The researchers in this field do not often engage with the participants in trials. They focus on case studies to examine the efficacy and policy consequences of cultural defenses. The only large-scale and long-term study of "cultural defenses" seems to have been undertaken in Israel. That study found that, in addition to the phenomenon of cultural defense, there were also many instances of cultural "offense" where convicts received harsher sentences because of their perceived difference from the dominant culture (Tomer-Fishman 2010) . Furthermore, the most common reaction to cultural factors was to ignore or discount them. This is very much what happened, at the end of day, with Judge Anderson's verdict: the cultural offense and defense cancelled each other out to highlight "the science," in Judge Anderson's words (TY 2006, p. 136, 21 March) , of expert psychological testimony.
Nevertheless, transcripts and press coverage of the trial illustrate that discussions of Brian's ethnicity, religion and gender ideology were entwined with debates over his sanity. And the question of his sanity was essential to his conviction. Brian's identities as an Iranian immigrant, as a convert from Islam to Christianity, and as a person afflicted by mental and physical illness were not overlooked or ignored by Judge Anderson. The microhistory of the process of judicial assimilation is lost in the final verdict, but preserved in all the sources being marshaled here. And there is another fact that emerges from those sources: Brian was not a passive recipient of this judicial assimilation. His agency was often expressed in terms of his mobility between Iranian and American culture. Just as it would be possible to consider the history of this trial entirely within the scholarly conversations about microhistory and "cultural defense," it would be possible to consider it within the subfields of Iranian Studies, Middle Eastern/Islamic Studies, Iranian-American Studies and Women and Gender Studies. However, the "regimes of im/mobility" approach allows us to benefit from the insights of those fields while permitting us to appreciate the dynamic way in which these insights would resonate with what participants did at the time and how they viewed the trial in retrospect.
1.4. Im/Mobilities as an Analytical Framework: Navigating the Intersection of Gender Ideology, Ethnicity, and Religion Let's briefly consider some other academic conversations in which we might situate the history of this trial, beginning with the sub-field of Iranian-American/Diaspora Studies. The extraordinary circumstances here are precisely what make it challenging as "exceptional typical." Aside from the tragedy itself, there are other contrasts between Brian and the "typical" Iranian-American assimilation narrative. For example, the Yasipours do not seem to be well off financially in 2000, at a time when per capita income of Iranian-Americans was estimated to be more than 38% higher than for native-born Americans (Public Affairs Alliance of Iranian Americans 2014, Iranian Americans: Immigration and Assimilation, p. 12). Also, the Yasipours did not live in one of the states with a large concentration of Iranian-Americans: New York, Texas, Maryland, California, Virginia, Florida, Washington, D.C, and Georgia. Pennsylvania was estimated to have had a population of "foreign-born Iranians" of 2129 in 1990 and a population of "Iranian descent" of 4657 ca. 2000 (Fata and Rafii 2003, p. 11; Modarres 1998, p. 41) . There was no Iranian enclave in Williamsport, and the Yasipours attended a church in nearby Montoursville.
It is difficult to score Brian's circumstances with the classic measures of assimilation, which are problematic in any case (Walters and Jimenez 2005; Alba and Roe 1997; Mostofi 2003) . The rate of marriage outside of one's group is one such measure, with one Iranian-American advocacy group claiming it "to be estimated" at 50% (Public Affairs Alliance of Iranian Americans 2014, Iranian Americans: Immigration and Assimilation, p. 11). Aside from any skepticism about that estimate, was Brian's first marriage to American-born Betty Keller the one that should count toward this metric or his second marriage to the Iranian-born Amaneh/Mellie? Even the consideration of socioeconomic success-a metric to which Iranian American advocacy groups proudly point-is hard to resolve. Was Brian a more representative Iranian-American when he was a successful life insurance salesman in the 1980s, when he was disabled by mental illness in the 1990s, or when he was convicted of murder? The ephemeral position Brian occupied with respect to such analytical categories during his life does not invalidate those categories, of course. Nevertheless, it serves to remind us how much an individual's or a family's social standing can fluctuate relative to any group norm we may wish to deploy analytically.
When Judge Anderson and William Miele debate whether Brian should be fairly considered a "White Christian," this does touch on something that has been the subject of scholarly investigation in Arab-American Studies (Gualtieri 2009, especially pp. 52-80) and Iranian-American Studies, which examine the history of Middle Eastern immigrants attempting to assimilate "through the ultimate prize of White recognition ( (Tehranian 2008 (Tehranian , p. 1235 ; see also (Tehranian 2009)) ." A forthcoming study of "whiteness" by Neda Maghbouleh emphasizes the "instability" of that category in the identity of Iranian-Americans (Code Switch 2017, April 19, Time Index: 10:29-18:41) , and that is certainly evident in the case of Brian Yasipour. Furthermore, it is not as though modern Iranian national identity itself has not also been subject to racialization (Zia-Ebrahimi 2016) or that Iranian society was immune from racist traditions of its own. Iranian visitors and immigrants could (and can) be alert to racism in America without reflecting on their own attitudes. For example, visiting the United States in 1945, the editor of Iran's main daily newspaper expressed shock at the Ku Klux Klan while also offering his own racist descriptions of minority neighborhoods in New York (Amin 2014, p. 171) . In this case, however, the sources do not grant direct insight into whether the Yasipours thought of themselves as "white" or in racial terms at all.
And, as we shall see in Section 2.1, religion was a more visible component of Brian's presentation of his ethnicity in court. Brian did not just invoke Iranian ethnicity to remove himself imaginatively from American legal jurisdiction, but Islamic law and a highly patriarchal reading of Islamic/Iranian family norms. What the literature on Women and Gender Studies within Islamic Studies offers us is clarity on just how idiosyncratic and reductive Brian's expressed views on his "heritage culture" were. Iranian legal culture has been a hybrid system of European and Islamic jurisprudence for decades, no less dynamic than the American legal culture in which he was being tried. This point will be revisited in greater detail in Section 2.1.
Even if we were to ignore the Iranian/Muslim aspects of this story, it would be hard to describe this tragedy as typically "American" or representative of the filicide phenomenon in the USA or around the world. Based on a study of U.S. arrest records from 1976 to 2007, 15% of all homicides can be classified as filicide (involving victims of all ages). Mothers and fathers were equally likely to kill sons and daughters who are between the ages of one and 17 (3/4 of victims were under the age of 6). Only 5.5% of filicidal parents used "edged weapons" (including knives), compared with 49.2% using their bodies (e.g., fists) as weapons and 23.3% using firearms. Most alleged offenders arrested were white (the category to which Brian was classified). At age 52, Brian was among the 15.1% of alleged offenders in the USA aged between 41 and 60 years (Mariano et al. 2014) . Researchers are still uncertain of the predictive value of known risk factors such as history of abuse, mental illness, family discord, and substance abuse to filicide. It is very difficult to predict and prevent filicidal ideation and action. Brian was in and out of family court for almost two decades before Susan's murder, but all who knew him were blindsided. For all his litigious and difficult behavior, Brian had no prior history of violence. Furthermore, per a Finnish study, the only certain way to prevent a filicidal parent from acting (on impulse or in some deliberate way) is to deny the parent access to the child (Lehti et al. 2012, p. 16) . What is hard to predict is also hard to understand in retrospect. Simply constructing a new narrative with these prisms in mind will miss something important: the "real-time" fluidity and instability of Brian's social identity. Brian's assertions of different social identities and the variable ways in which he and his family were perceived during the trial rested on interrelated markers of their "otherness:" gender ideology, ethnicity and religion. A "regimes of im/mobility" approach can help us trace how different aspects of Brian's identity became visible and salient over the course of events and influenced the final verdict.
In formulating their "regimes of im/mobility" approach to the study of migration and transnationalism, Schiller and Salazar (Schiller and Salazar 2013 ) encourage a multi-faceted analysis. Analyses should try and account for individual agency in relation to "unequal globe-spanning relationships of power," as well as the "unequal relationalities" of local contexts, state actors, and class that can operate on an individual's mobility-facilitating it, restraining it (to the point of stasis) and interpreting it in a given contemporary moment, as well in historical context (Schiller and Salazar 2013, p. 200) . With this 2006 trial in Williamsport we have a specific historical context with a lot of documentation relating to the actions of an individual. It involved a very high-stakes decision about that individual's mobility (imprisonment/execution versus death). And although there was never a doubt that the primary legal context would be local and "American," there was a lot of doubt about whether Brian was fully a member of that local American context and if some consideration should be given to a "foreign" cultural context in determining his guilt or innocence. Hackl argues in Bounded Mobilities (Hackl et al. 2016) for the need to move beyond the material manifestations of mobility to the conceptual. This is to bring into focus the interplay between identity and boundaries, the dynamics of imaginary, virtual and gendered im/mobilities and diverse combinations of mobility and immobility that can affect both the most confined and the most "hypermobile" individuals and groups (Hackl et al. 2016, pp. 19-34) . As we shall see, on the conceptual level, Brian was "hypermobile"-moving back and forth between imaginary Iranian/Muslim and American/Christian contexts. But, it was not just a flight of fancy on his part. Prior to his arrest he had moved back and forth between Iranian and American contexts. All this made assessments of his "true" cultural home by others more fluid also. The "interplay" between identity and boundaries in this case was almost entirely conceptual (as the crime and trial took place in Williamsport). That interplay comes into view most clearly through interrelated discussions of Brian's gender ideology (and whether his obsessive patriarchal outlook was "normal" in Iran), ethnicity (where the use of Persian serves as additional marker of his "otherness"), and religion (where Islam is "Iranian" and Christianity is "white" and American).
The most consistent feature of Brian's agency was his insistence on mobility-physical and cultural-between Iran and America. The trial process depended, in part, on deciding between competing implications of Brian's mobility. According to his defense attorneys, he could never fully abandon his Iranian origins or the trauma of childhood rape that he suffered there. According to the prosecution, he would never fully abandon his Iranian origins-particularly its uncompromising patriarchy-because it justified in his mind what he did to his daughter. In both legal arguments, a reductively Islamic and Iranian culture was not confined to another place. Iran was either where Brian made sense or it was the root of his madness even when his was in Williamsport. In both depictions, "Iran" formed a boundary around Brian's "American-ness." This was much less the case for his victims, his family.
State actors (the judicial and public health system in Williamsport) and societal actors (the Williamsport community, the press, and the public that followed the case online) acted to punish Brian, support Mellie, and memorialize Susan. Each of these actions had real and symbolic immobilizing aspects, finally assigning them into a local American context. For Brian, ultimately, this meant prison. For Mellie, it was acts of generosity such as a local church donating a plot for Susan's burial and Susan's inclusion in a local memorial for victims of child abuse. Mellie and Susan are never discussed as anything other than natives of Williamsport-they became conceptually fixed in that locality. There are two reasons this is important. First, Mellie's immigration to the United States depended on her relationship to Brian. As their relationship deteriorated, she needed the protection of the state and the support of the local Williamsport community to escape from him. Testimony regarding a bi-lingual confrontation between Mellie and Brian a week before Susan's murder highlights the unraveling of a "gendered immobility" in which women's mobility can depend on acts of "gender-related bargaining over their status, including the 'microphysics of domestic power' usually held by male householders (Bonfanti 2016 , pp. 183-208, in (Hackl et al. 2016 )." Second, it underscores the fact that the conceptual and imaginary aspects of im/mobility are at least as important as physical im/mobility in understanding the assimilative effects of the trial. No matter how it is discussed, "Iran" is only ever an idea that is invoked by state and individual actors to explain events that took place in America.
The most visible "state actor" in this analysis is the court system, as seen through court records and interviews with participants other than myself. And certainly my participation from 2004 to 2006 did limit my access to some of the other participants after the fact, notably the prosecutors, Michael Dinges and Kenneth Osokow. Accordingly, it was not possible to develop this analysis as a fully realized oral history, in which the recollections of all key individuals are analyzed in comparison with each other and other evidence. For the most part, though, my participation facilitated my access to information and people. The most visible individual actor in the study is Brian. My ability to interview Brian and reflect on accounts of his confession (in Section 2.3) provided evidence that is crucial to understanding how central mobility was in informing his actions, and, how concepts of mobility were entwined with Brian's transformation from an Iranian immigrant into an American murderer. The im/mobilities framework cannot and does not help explain every aspect of this narrative, but it does help us navigate the interrelated effects of gender ideology, ethnicity, and religion on the unfolding of this tragedy.
From Iranian Immigrant to American Murderer
The following three subsections discuss im/mobility with respect to gender, ethnicity and religion in turn. However, because gender, ethnicity and religion are interrelated in the sources they remain interrelated in the three discussions. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 analyze events that took place during the trial or were discussed during at trial (though not always in open court). Section 2.3 analyzes events and discussions that happened outside the courtroom but were closely connected to the trial process as it unfolded or in retrospect. These events and discussions informed the process of Brian's conviction even though they are absent from the verdict in 2006 and in subsequent legal opinions on the case.
Gendered Im/Mobility between Iranian and American Legal Systems
In 2002, Mellie had sued to finalize her divorce from Brian as he awaited trial for Susan's murder. In the course of court proceedings to bifurcate the marriage on 10 December, Brian said this:
I am contesting the divorce because I do not believe in divorce, okay, and if she wants to get it, I have written her a letter. She has to go through proper channels [in Iran] to get it. Muslim marriage is not a sacrament but a simple legal agreement in which either party is free to [include] conditions. It's not a sacrament, so it's like a prenuptial agreement. I have another one [i.e., Iranian law in translation] from the Library of Congress. If you kill your child, you will not be charged. I can let you read it. It is in English. Okay, that's the law. If you like it or not. If a father, not a mother, if a father or grandfather or the father's side kill the child, you have to pay like $5000 to the mother, but you can't be charged. That's the law, you know, that-we are really family oriented back there (Yasipour vs. Yasipour, 10 December 2002 cited in (TY 2006 . Emphasis added.).
Brian's 2002 courtroom declaration became the centerpiece of the District Attorney Michael Dinges' case against Brian-a window on his motivation for killing Susan. Dinges could point to other facts and circumstances. The day of the murder Brian had lost some of his visitation privileges and had been effectively barred by Judge Nancy Butts from further legal action. Yet, he was able to use the possibility of granting Mellie a divorce to negotiate access to Susan on that afternoon even though it was not his turn to have her. Not only had he tried to cover up the crime by tampering with the scene, but he also had several thousand dollars in cash at the time of his arrest, consistent, they argued, with the intent to flee. To where? Iran-the place where Brian had opined-incorrectly-"If you kill your child you will not be charged." In 2002, Brian was asserting a kind of magical extraterritoriality that invoked two aspects of Islamic law-Iran's marital laws and criminal code at the time of the crime-in defense of his of marital rights under American law. In Brian's mind, the stigma of divorce in America would jeopardize his standing in Iran. This point was emphasized in the 2006 testimony of David Irwin, who represented Mellie in the 2002 divorce hearing:
[Brian] didn't necessarily testify. He sort of made a speech. The speech repeatedly went into the fact that under Iranian law the parties are married pursuant to a contract between them, and talked about it being a multiple page contract with all of the contingencies and that the [American] Court didn't have jurisdiction over them under Iranian laws because they can't undo the contract. He said that repeatedly. He also said something to the effect, and I will paraphrase here, that if the Court in America were to grant the divorce and his wife were to remarry, that if he went to Iran he would be teased or harassed, or something along that line. He spoke for, it seemed, quite a long time about that. He was very coherent and clear in his position. The judge then made his ruling and made it clear that under American law that things are different and the elements to bifurcate the divorce are present. I think, if I recall, Mr. Yasipour thanked him when it was over. (TY 2006, pp. 136-37, 7 March) Brian's representation of Iran's "family orientation" was hyper-patriarchal to the point of excusing paternal filicide and preserving male prerogatives in initiating divorce in Iranian law, which was governed by Twelver Shi c ite Islamic jurisprudence. In rebuttal to this cultural prosecution Brian's attorneys argued that Brian was wrong about Iranian law. But it is important to understand that they were pushing back against an argument by the prosecution that also reductively portrayed Iranian and American cultures as irreconcilably different. The courtroom debates about Brian's true "cultural home" conceptually restricted Brian's efforts to move back and forth between Iran and America at will for his own benefit. Brian's transcultural mobility was not just conceptual. In fact, he had been utilizing it ever since he settled in the United States. He was well-established in Williamsport and well-known in the local courts. This was underscored early in the pre-trial process when Brian unsuccessfully petitioned Judge Anderson to recuse himself on 31 August 2001. Though it was just six days after Susan's death, Brian recalled with rancorous bravado that Anderson had represented his first wife, Betty, in 1989: "I remember that day very well that you were yelling 'Mr. Yasipour pay your child support, you have recent inheritance [emphasis added] . . . (Anderson 2001, pp. 3-4) .'" The only way Brian could have inherited from his Muslim family in Iran is if he was thought to be Muslim in Iran. Did Brian present himself differently when he lived in America after 1969 to how he presented himself when he visited Iran?
On 11 June 2010, I had an opportunity to ask Brian about this. "Are you a Muslim in Iran and a Christian in America?" I asked. "Yes," he said. Whether due to the stroke or the anti-depressants he was prescribed, Brian's face and voice were largely emotionless, but not cold, subdued, or robotic. There would be, at times, the faintest bit of urgency in his voice as he sought to clarify a point.
"If you were on Mars would you be a Christian or a Muslim?" I asked. A number of studies have shown that Iranian-Americans of Muslim origin tend to be either less committed to Islam ("spiritual," agnostic, or atheist or otherwise affiliated) or, to a lesser extent, to take the step of converting to some denomination of Christianity (Chaichian 1997; Mobasher 2012) . What is unusual here, beyond the fact that Brian converted while still in Iran in 1968, was Brian's insistence on the advantages he perceived in Iranian law and society while simultaneously insisting on the advantages of living as a naturalized American and Christian convert in 2002. District Attorney Dinges was, in effect, calling his cultural bluff in 2006. Judge Anderson, however, did not take Brian's assertions about Iranian law at face value. He said, "I have trouble believing that any even third world country would have a law that says, 'Okay, you can buy your way into and out of murders of your children.' . . . I kind of accept that is not the law of Iran (Emphasis added. (TY 2006, 21 March, pp. 7-8) ." Anderson's intuition was correct. The Iranian legal system that Brian was attempting to conjure in defense of his marital rights and his legal culpability for Susan's death was not trapped in some patriarchal, "family-oriented" amber. It had been changing in the face of modern, globalizing cultural forces.
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In the Islamic Republic of Iran in 2001, filic The question for Eshaqi was not whether the pu revised to clarify that it would be applied equal [Current Article 202] : The father or grandfa to qesās, yet shall pay a diyeh ("blood mon taʿzir (3-10 years for "intentional murder") Proposed revision:
The father or grandfather or mother or grandmo to qesās, yet shall pay the murder diyeh to (Eshaqi 2001, p. 194) .
Comparing Iranian law to British law, Esha presumption in the case of mothers and the infa the functional equivalent of excusing parents fr the consensus opinion of Islamic jurisprudence own children; therefore, such acts of murder cou zir criminal code. The question for Eshaqi was not whether the punishment was just but whether Article 202 could be revised to clarify that it would be applied equally to mothers and fathers who kill their children:
[Current Article 202]: The father or grandfather that kills his own child should not be subject to qesās, yet shall pay a diyeh ("blood money") to the heirs of the victim and be subject to ta on the advantages of living as a naturalized American and Christian convert in 2002. District Attorney Dinges was, in effect, calling his cultural bluff in 2006. Judge Anderson, however, did not take Brian's assertions about Iranian law at face value. He said, "I have trouble believing that any even third world country would have a law that says, 'Okay, you can buy your way into and out of murders of your children.'…I kind of accept that is not the law of Iran (Emphasis added. (TY 2006, 21 March, pp. 7-8) ." Anderson's intuition was correct. The Iranian legal system that Brian was attempting to conjure in defense of his marital rights and his legal culpability for Susan's death was not trapped in some patriarchal, "family-oriented" amber. It had been changing in the face of modern, globalizing cultural forces.
In 2001, Mohammad Eshaqi published a treatise on filicide in Iranian law that was a call for reform framed around equal punishment for fathers and mothers. The proposed reform was presented as both a defense of Islamic legal norms and of "dynamic jurisprudence" (feqh-e puya) in Twelver Shiʿism that is an Islamic Republican answer to pre-1979 legal reform in Iran. Eshaqi argued that all schools of Islamic law traditionally excluded filicide committed by fathers from qeṣāṣ (retaliation, i.e., the death penalty administered by the state on behalf of families who chose not to forgive the convict). Thus, filicide was outside the realm of ḥadd (required Koranic) punishments for crimes, and fell into the much larger realm of "discretionary" punishments, taʿzir, which have typically constituted the bulk of the criminal code in countries observing Islamic law.
In the Islamic Republic of Iran in 2001, filicide fell under Article 202 of the taʿzir criminal code. The question for Eshaqi was not whether the punishment was just but whether Article 202 could be revised to clarify that it would be applied equally to mothers and fathers who kill their children:
[Current Article 202]: The father or grandfather that kills his own child should not be subject to qesās, yet shall pay a diyeh ("blood money") to the heirs of the victim and be subject to taʿzir (3-10 years for "intentional murder").
Proposed revision:
The father or grandfather or mother or grandmother that kills their own child shall not be subject to qesās, yet shall pay the murder diyeh to the heirs of the victim and be subject to taʿzir (Eshaqi 2001, p. 194 ).
Comparing Iranian law to British law, Eshaqi noted that "diminished capacity" (particularly its presumption in the case of mothers and the infanticide of children under 12 months) in British law is the functional equivalent of excusing parents from qesās in Islamic jurisprudence. In Eshaqi's view, the consensus opinion of Islamic jurisprudence is that no parent in their right mind would kill their own children; therefore, such acts of murder could never be fully intentional. While parents who kill zir (3-10 years for "intentional murder").
The father or grandfather or mother or grandmother that kills their own child shall not be subject to qesās, yet shall pay the murder diyeh to the heirs of the victim and be subject to ta A number of studies have shown that Iranian-Americans of Muslim origin tend to be either less committed to Islam ("spiritual," agnostic, or atheist or otherwise affiliated) or, to a lesser extent, to take the step of converting to some denomination of Christianity (Chaichian 1997; Mobasher 2012) . What is unusual here, beyond the fact that Brian converted while still in Iran in 1968, was Brian's insistence on the advantages he perceived in Iranian law and society while simultaneously insisting on the advantages of living as a naturalized American and Christian convert in 2002. District Attorney Dinges was, in effect, calling his cultural bluff in 2006. Judge Anderson, however, did not take Brian's assertions about Iranian law at face value. He said, "I have trouble believing that any even third world country would have a law that says, 'Okay, you can buy your way into and out of murders of your children.'…I kind of accept that is not the law of Iran (Emphasis added. (TY 2006, 21 March, pp. 7-8) ." Anderson's intuition was correct. The Iranian legal system that Brian was attempting to conjure in defense of his marital rights and his legal culpability for Susan's death was not trapped in some patriarchal, "family-oriented" amber. It had been changing in the face of modern, globalizing cultural forces.
Comparing Iranian law to British law, Eshaqi noted that "diminished capacity" (particularly its presumption in the case of mothers and the infanticide of children under 12 months) in British law is the functional equivalent of excusing parents from qesās in Islamic jurisprudence. In Eshaqi's view, the consensus opinion of Islamic jurisprudence is that no parent in their right mind would kill their own children; therefore, such acts of murder could never be fully intentional. While parents who kill zir. (Eshaqi 2001, p. 194) Comparing Iranian law to British law, Eshaqi noted that "diminished capacity" (particularly its presumption in the case of mothers and the infanticide of children under 12 months) in British law is the functional equivalent of excusing parents from qesās in Islamic jurisprudence. In Eshaqi's view, the consensus opinion of Islamic jurisprudence is that no parent in their right mind would kill their own children; therefore, such acts of murder could never be fully intentional. While parents who kill their children cannot themselves be killed, they can very well be punished (Eshaqi 2001, pp. 197-202) . True to form, Brian seems to have simply seized on the first clause of Article 202 that exempted him from qesās and omitted the punishment that was provided for in law. Brian did, however, get one thing right. Mothers who committed filicide were not given the same automatic exemption from qesās as fathers. They were liable for it, and, unless they had a sympathetic judge who could be convinced of a mitigating factor by an attorney, a mother who committed filicide (including infanticide) could be executed at the demand of the father's family. This is what indeed happened to one Sohayla Qadiri in 2009 after she was convicted of killing her five-day-old son (Parsā-ālipur 2009). Eshaqi's proposed reform was not just about sexual equality, but would also have had the effect of mitigating the disproportionate application of the death penalty to women compared to men who commit the same crimes. So, while Iranian-Islamic law assumed diminished capacity on the part of filicidal fathers and provided a (slim) chance to seek leniency for filicidal mothers, American law required diminished capacity to be decided case by case. The distance between the two legal worlds on the question of filicide was not as great as Brian represented it.
The clumsiness of Brian's impromptu attempt at legal hybridization notwithstanding, pre-modern Islamic jurisprudence in the Middle East (including in Iran) was a hybrid of regulations that flowed from religious precepts (though interpretations of the Koran and teachings of the Prophet Muhammad) and pragmatic concessions to matters of governance (notably in taxation) and custom. In the modern period, Western legal codes and procedures were adapted into Middle Eastern legal practice, either through indigenous reform or colonial imposition. Those Western layers and strands remained durable even in the face of recent Islamist rejection (Osanloo 2006a (Osanloo , 2006b Bedir 2004; Spannus 2013; Kia 1994; Hoffman 2010) . The process of legal reform in Muslim-majority states generally reached personal status and family law later than other areas of law.
In Iran, the process of legal reform relating to family law intensified during the authoritarian reforms of the Pahlavi Dynasty and reached an important milestone while Brian was still living in Iran. Even "progressive" legislation like the Marriage Law of 1931 (Amin 2002, pp. 114-41) or the Family Protection Law of 1967-enacted two years before Brian left Iran-sought to regulate rather than abrogate the religious underpinnings of male privilege in family law. It has been observed that women's quest for equality in Iran, as in Europe and elsewhere, has been entwined with (and often undermined by) maternalism across the political and ideological spectrum (Kashani-Sabet 2011) . When the Islamic Republic overturned the FPL in February 1979, it was soon compelled to use European models of procedure to implement the "restoration" of Twelver Shi Soc. Sci. 2017, 6, 85 Yasipour pay your child support, you have recent inheritan pp. 3-4).'" The only way Brian could have inherited from thought to be Muslim in Iran. Did Brian present himself dif 1969 to how he presented himself when he visited Iran?
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Comparing Iranian law to British law, Eshaqi noted that "dimin presumption in the case of mothers and the infanticide of children un the functional equivalent of excusing parents from qesās in Islamic j the consensus opinion of Islamic jurisprudence is that no parent in t own children; therefore, such acts of murder could never be fully int (as distinct from male-initiated talāq) divorce in Iran would have come into an Iranian family court with expectations of some sort of financial consideration (usually giving back the required mehriye or "bridal gift") before consenting to a divorce. It is this often tortuous process that takes up the time of family courts in Iran (Mir-Hosseini and Longinatto 2003) . And that is for the dissolution of a regular marriage (nekāh), not the variety of marriage possible in Shi committed to Islam ("spiritual," agnostic, or atheist or otherwise affiliated) or, to a lesser extent, to take the step of converting to some denomination of Christianity (Chaichian 1997; Mobasher 2012) . What is unusual here, beyond the fact that Brian converted while still in Iran in 1968, was Brian's insistence on the advantages he perceived in Iranian law and society while simultaneously insisting on the advantages of living as a naturalized American and Christian convert in 2002. District Attorney Dinges was, in effect, calling his cultural bluff in 2006. Judge Anderson, however, did not take Brian's assertions about Iranian law at face value. He said, "I have trouble believing that any even third world country would have a law that says, 'Okay, you can buy your way into and out of murders of your children.'…I kind of accept that is not the law of Iran (Emphasis added. (TY 2006, 21 March, pp. 7-8) ." Anderson's intuition was correct. The Iranian legal system that Brian was attempting to conjure in defense of his marital rights and his legal culpability for Susan's death was not trapped in some patriarchal, "family-oriented" amber. It had been changing in the face of modern, globalizing cultural forces.
The father or grandfather or mother or grandmother that kills their own child shall not be subject to qesās, yet shall pay the murder diyeh to the heirs of the victim and be subject to taʿzir (Eshaqi 2001, p. 194) .
Comparing Iranian law to British law, Eshaqi noted that "diminished capacity" (particularly its presumption in the case of mothers and the infanticide of children under 12 months) in British law is the functional equivalent of excusing parents from qesās in Islamic jurisprudence. In Eshaqi's view, the consensus opinion of Islamic jurisprudence is that no parent in their right mind would kill their own children; therefore, such acts of murder could never be fully intentional. While parents who kill ism, and legal in Iran, that allows for time-specific contract marriages (Haeri 2014 Brian deployed Persian to try and isolate Amaneh and Susan in the Learning Works and transport them all to an Iranian cultural context in full view of the American one. Amaneh refused him, in Persian and in English, preserving a line of defense that Brian was clearly trying to breach: the limits of his visitation time with Susan. She was also trying to deprive Brian of his ability to "talk friendly like" in English and obscure from observers his naked hostility towards her. English gave Mellie a measure of mobility away from the "family-oriented" version of an "Iranian" family Brian was trying to maintain. After his divorce from Betty Keller, his sister and oldest sibling, Fakhri, encouraged him to remarry. She arranged the marriage between Brian and Amaneh in Iran in 1992. I asked what Amaneh's mehriye was. "500,000 tumān," he said, "It's like $500, cheap." It was his first victory over Amaneh, and there was only the slightest hint of a satisfied smile on his face. When I asked if the college-educated Amaneh had a job when they were together, he quickly asserted, "No, no she was just a housewife."
In court in 2006, Amaneh was also defending herself against Miele's tactical (but, still cruel) insinuations that, perhaps, she bore some responsibility for what happened to Susan. Didn't she know Brian was unbalanced? Implicitly: Couldn't she appreciate the looming danger to Susan? At the end of the exchange, Amaneh took a swipe at the insanity defense by refusing to agree that she observed signs of mental illness in Brian that would, in any way, mitigate or excuse his abusive behavior. Miele did not explore Amaneh's divorce and remarriage. Brian's suspicions about Amaneh's fidelity-for a time he doubted that Susan was his child-would later be introduced as evidence of Brian's pathological paranoia. Brian's defense team had to push back against the notion that his patriarchal paranoia was "normal" in Iran. However, Brian's behavior and the even the supportive testimony of other members of Brian's family made that difficult.
Brian's "Iranian" gender ideology came under scrutiny again on 13 March, the third day of the trial. The prosecution's witnesses had all completed their initial testimony and the defense began to call its witnesses to the stand. Miele began with Brian's sons, Brian Junior and Timothy S. (who went by Sam). The struggle for the narrative here centered on whether Brian's heated and protracted struggle for custody of his sons with Betty Keller informed his motive in killing Susan or not. Did the years of acrimonious and failed efforts to establish his control over Brian Jr. and Sam in the 1980s make him murderously desperate to retain control over Susan in 2001? Dinges prodded Brian Junior and Sam to admit that Brian was essentially frustrated because American courts denied his patriarchal authority, which he would have been able to take granted in Iran. The testimony of the sons drove the press coverage the next day (Farr 2006c) . After testifying to his sense of his father's increasing mental instability in the weeks before Susan's murder, Brian Jr. provided some ammunition for the prosecution under cross-examination:
Dinges: I mean, they [Brian and Betty] disagreed? Brian Jr.: Yeah. I mean, he would get upset. We was living in housing projects, trailer parks, and he always felt as if he had a good job, he was making good money, and he could never understand why the courts would not let him have custody of us, being that he was trying to get us out of an unsafe environment, and it really-in the long-run he was right because we was just out of control. Brian Jr.: It's just something that-it was about to be the same thing all over again . . . . (TY 2006, 13 March, pp. 151-53) In trying to represent the complexity of the situation-cultural differences, an acrimonious divorce, a sense that his mother's home may not have the best place to grow up after all, the fact of his father's obsessive nature-Brian Jr. handed Dinges something he had been looking for: that Brian's murderous rage was fueled by a "totally different" Iranian cultural norm. Even if what Brian did was unacceptable in Iran, how he felt would have "made sense" in Iran. If Brian was essentially Iranian, then his motive was informed more by an alien cultural logic than mental instability. Even under cross-examination, Brian Jr. pushed back, "I know what you are trying to insinuate. But, come on, I have to live with this from my own soul . . . I really think my father meant to hurt himself that day . . . I think he was on the verge of killing himself (TY 2006, 14 March, pp. 153) ." The challenge for the defense was not to simply "assimilate" him as an American with mental problems, but to portray him sympathetically as an Iranian immigrant whose mental problems were ultimately rooted in Iranian origins.
"If He Is Not a White Christian, What Is He?": Mobility, Ethnicity, and Religion
The next day, 14 March, the defense sought to bolster its case that Brian's behavior had been erratic for some time prior to Susan's murder and that, nonetheless, Susan and Brian's relationship had been normal and loving before 24 August. It was also on this day that there was a debate regarding whether or not to admit into evidence my "cultural expertise" in the form of a report with the cringe-inducing title of "The Perso-Islamic Context for the Actions of Brian Yasipour." In that report I pointed out the religious and legal norms against female infanticide. I noted that Brian's claim that his rape was ignored in the 1960s was plausible not least because state initiatives to prevent child abuse do not seem to have gotten underway in Iran until the 1990s. I also noted that Brian's conversion to Christianity in Iran just before immigration would have been unusual as well as problematic given his origins in a conservative South Tehran merchant family. "This is about culture, not the color of his skin. We're talking cultural differences." Judge Anderson reminded him of the pre-history of the trial, when they all thought it would be a jury trial. At that time Miele's concern was Brian would not get fair trial because the jury would be "white Christians . . . They would be seeing [an] Iranian, who I said was a citizen and appears to be white and who I believe is Christian . . . Now, you are taking me to task saying the Court has this preconceived notion [emphasis added] . . . " The discussion became at once personal and theoretical: Mr. Miele: You just-you do have a preconceived notion. You just acknowledged if only based upon his appearance and he's neither . . . I didn't want him to be portrayed as a white Christian. I knew before then-before trial started, we'd discussed it on the defense that the Commonwealth at some point if we didn't they would certainly mention the fact that he is Iranian, and that's already happened, not through us, but through the Commonwealth's case. Judge Anderson: . . . [Your] concern was that the jury would see him as something else, and that's why the whole issue came up.
Miele: You're right, Judge.
Judge Anderson: I don't care if he is Iranian frankly.
Mr. Miele: I know you don't care. I understand that you don't care. I'm not accusing you of caring. I'm just saying you have to understand that because he is Iranian he comes from a different culture. They have different values. They have different ways of looking at things than you and I do, having been born and raised here in the US, and those things impact on him and how he deals with things, and Doctor-or Mr. [Anonymous'], I apologize, testimony will address that in part, particularly as it relates to how do you deal with being the victim of sexual abuse as a child in a Muslim country? How do you deal with that? What support is there available to you? I don't understand for the life of me how that isn't relevant. (TY 2006, 14 March, pp. 81-86) By insisting on the relevance of Iranian culture, but to a different end than Dinges, Miele and Spring were deploying a cultural defense to persuade the court to a more sympathetic version of Brian as a "whole client (Goel 2004) ." Dinges again protested that the cultural testimony was not relevant because what mattered was Brian's motive as established by the record of his conduct, not conjecture about cultural influences from Iran that may or may not have been on his mind when he acted. Judge Anderson had already begun to turn-not on the question of whether the McNaughton standard had been met, but on whether the cultural defense was relevant to the insanity defense. Anderson ruled that "I will try and understand the connection you are making, Mr. Miele," and that my report would be admitted into evidence as advisory to the court. It is possible that all the men knew something had changed in the discussion. Not only was the insanity defense not going to be undermined by the "logic" of Iranian culture, but, to the contrary, it might be strengthened. Brian's rape in Iran might be seen as more traumatic (because he received no help there), and, therefore, more plausibly the psychic epicenter of Brian's PTSD. Dr. Voskanian opined that Brian's PTSD was somehow activated the morning after Brian lost his bid to gain more visitation rights and induced the "dissociative state" in which he killed Susan later that afternoon. In this rendering, Brian's trauma in Iran was the real root of the tragedy in Williamsport. If accepted as true, this might admit some glimmer of Brian's humanity into the dark horror of his act.
The Yasipour family's humanity was portrayed in the earliest press reports on the trial-even Brian's humanity. "Brian A. Yasipour Sr. clenched his eyes but no tears would come as photographs and video of his slain daughter-her pale lips slightly open, her stuffed animals and dolls surrounding her and bouquets of 'sweetheart' roses on her lifeless chest-were shown on Monday, the second day of his trial in Lycoming County court (Farr 2006a) ." Farr's coverage of this closed with a humanizing depiction of Brian and his family:
For much of the day, Yasipour-a hirsute man who was dressed in a forest-green prison jumpsuit-stared blankly at the ground. His two sons, Brian Jr. and Timothy, sat behind him in support. The only time Yasipour expressed any emotion was when graphic pictures and videotape of his dead daughter's body were shown. (Farr 2006a) Looking back on this episode in her life, Farr told me that she felt some compassion for Brian, despite the horror of what he did:
The brutality of it never left me-those autopsy slides. Seeing just such a small body so cut up was really, it was . . . It was a shock. It was a realization that the world may be, you know, wasn't as kind a place as I had previously hoped. I also felt, like, I felt a tinge of-I don't know-sadness for Brian in a way because he was painted . . . as a very lonely man. And I didn't understand why if he was so lonely that he would take the one thing out of this world that seemed to matter most. (Farr 2014) The room for mercy for filicidal parents-seen both in Iranian and American law-is rooted in an assumption that before there was a murderous mother or father, there was a "normal" mother or father and that some unusual circumstance or disease must have changed the equation. There is evidence of this in Pennsylvania's colonial history-underscoring the fact that legal and cultural norms are not static in any context: it was not until after 1785, when the penalty in Pennsylvania for maternal infanticide provided for imprisonment rather than execution, that the conviction rate increased from 26% to 42.8%, (Rowe 1991) . For a similar sense of mercy to be activated for Brian in the 21st century, it was essential for Miele and Spring to make credible the idea Brian was in a dissociative state at the time of the crime. It had to be a state of mind resulting from PTSD rooted in the trauma of childhood rape back in Iran. That had to become a more plausible scenario than Brian acting vindictively, even impulsively, after a bad day in court. This aspect of the argument was discussed in open court during the dueling testimony of psychological experts.
Decisive for Anderson, in the end, was the psychological testimony, not of the expert witnesses for the prosecution or defense, but of one of the psychologists who had evaluated Brian in 1995, Dr. Jacqueline Sallade. She had written this:
Mr. Yasipour is preoccupied with depressive obsessions such as the feelings of worthlessness, hopelessness, frustration, [of being] mistaken, blameworthy and pessimistic, as tearful, suicidal, and at times homicidal. He has thoughts when he is rejected of hurting people, burning their houses down, killing them, etc., but he has never hurt anyone. Anderson rejected the "cultural defense" to the extent that it supported Voskanian's diagnosis of PTSD from a trauma experienced in Iran. He also rejected the "cultural prosecution" advanced by Dinges that Iranian norms informed and reinforced Brian's ability to form the intent to murder Susan. In convicting Brian of murder in the third degree, Anderson was accepting that Brian's ability to form intent consistent with murder in the first degree was compromised by his mental condition. In a sense, he wound up in the same place Brian would have started from under Iranian law: diminished capacity that reduced but did not eliminate criminal responsibility. Stephanie Farr covered the verdict with the headline, "Guilty but Mentally Ill: Judge Develops His Own Theory of Why Yasipour Slew His Daughter" (Farr 2006d) ."
What was pointedly missing in Anderson's verdict, and much of the reaction to it, was any reference to Iran. The cultural defense had neutralized the cultural prosecution to the extent that the whole debate was absent in the verdict. From the standpoint of the Williamsport community at this point, Brian was assimilated into the American context physically and conceptually; it also immobilized him as a convicted murderer. A report of the verdict posted on WNEP's website at 4:57 p.m. made no mention of the family's immigrant background though it referred to Mellie by her Iranian name, Amaneh (WNEP 2006) . Of course, it is not as though everyone suddenly forgot the Yasipours' background. What it is important here that the Yasipours' background could be framed differently at different times. It could be framed differently for Brian than for his victims. In 2014, news of Brian's death in the Williamsport Sun-Gazette referred to him as an "Iranian immigrant living in Williamsport when he stabbed his daughter in August 2001, saying he feared his wife planned to take the girl back to their native country (Williamsport Sun-Gazette 2014, Man Jailed for Murder Dead at 64)." Susan was born in the United States; she died in her native country. In the immediate wake of the verdict in 2006, the family was "native" to Williamsport. Brian, who never forgave Judge Anderson for not finding him innocent by reason of insanity and who had sought Anderson's recusal because of their history, may have benefitted from Anderson's ability to see his humanity, to see him as a person who had somehow changed and became incapable of restraining a murderous impulse. Even though he knew of Brian's difficult history, Judge Anderson had been as surprised as everyone else at Brian's violent turn. "No, to answer your question," he later told me, "I did not see this coming (Anderson 2010) . " Anderson also felt that Brian was not capable of true remorse, and this was reflected in his response to Brian's post-sentence motion (Anderson 2006, p. 2) . It was a view I came to share after interviewing Brian and reflecting on something that was not presented at trial: Brian's confession. Anderson had ruled the confession inadmissible because Brian had not been properly Mirandized-a very American legal rationale. The content of the confession-the way Brian articulated his filicidal delusion-reminds us that immobilizing Brian physically and even in a specific discursive context does not exhaust the imaginary possibilities of im/mobility.
"I Am a Good Father": Imaginary Im/Mobility in Brian's Confession and Internet Debates about Brian's Religion
Outside the court and on the Internet was another forum in which the trial was being discussed. The Forums For Justice discussions of Brian's insanity defense and ethnicity, although they were happening in real time and involved some people who attended the trial and knew some of the participants, were not being monitored by the press. It was the other way around, actually, with FFJ posters updating the group with copies of press coverage (usually authored by Stephanie Farr for the Williamsport Sun-Gazette) and commenting on both the coverage and reports from the members who attended the trial.
As noted earlier, I became aware of FFJ when I was looking to follow events from afar at the time of trial. It was immediately apparent that the sympathies of the FFJ posters were with the prosecution and Mellie. These sympathies were refracted through an Islamophobic (and homophobic) ideological prism. Their compassion for Mellie (and even Brian's other family members) animated the FFJ postings almost as much as their wrath for Brian. The most frequent posters-often in direct dialog-were "LurkerXIV" and "Quinn." Quinn was a local woman who was able to attend the trial, often serving as the reporter for the group. LurkerXIV (15 March, 5:06 p.m.): The sooner this freak Yasipour is put behind bars for life, the better. I hope Mellie is holding up OK. This must be agonizing for her.
Quinn (16 March, 10:49 p.m.): Mellie is an amazing women [sic] . She has a strength and understanding that I would never have. Brian has two older sons whom I have met and like, today we had lunch together. They are in an awful position as well; they love their father and don't deny that this happened but are strong in thier [sic] belief that he was not in his right mind at the time because of a (questionable IMO) history of mental problems and have forgiven Brian. Mellie and the boys have a wonderful relationship even tho they have different opinions about the case.
Quinn did not confine herself to observing the trial and engaging with the Yasipours. As the defense's theory of the crime played out it court, she desperately looked for ways to pushback and actually bolster the prosecution's case: LurkerXIV (17 March, 4:05 p.m.): Thank you [Quinn] for actually being there at the Court House for her during the trial.
Reading the news reports makes me really detest some psychiatrists. The ones the defense has hired will say anything for the money. They are just hired hands. As for Yasipour being molested while he was a boy in Iran...that culture (Muslim) accepts and encourages male homosexuality, so I don't know why it would upset him so much.
Quinn (17 March, 4:30 p.m.): The defence [sic] is saying that that is not accepted or acknowledged in Iran. They conceed [sic] that one man would never do that to another. There is no help for those that confess to a man on man rape. Miele is saying that is why he came to America, changed his name from Huessain (SP) to Brian, changed religion and the beliefs and way of living. They are supposed to have a culture expert coming in to testify . . . LurkerXIV (19 March, 11:20 p.m.) : I wonder who their "culture expert" is and what he/she will say. Homosexuality in the Islamic world is a very convoluted business. Culturally, it is most certainly a common practice in Iraq and Iran; whether it is punished or not depends on who is in power.
Here is a good article that explains why: The link to the article on FrontPageMagazine, whose motto currently is, "Inside Every Liberal is a Totalitarian Screaming to Get Out," results in a "not found, error 404." However, a quick search for "homosexuality" on the site yields dozens of articles lamenting both the prevalence of homosexual rape and intolerance towards the LGBTQ communities in majority Muslim Middle Eastern countries. It is an odd mix of Islamophobic orientalism and homophobia that animates many of the headlines on this site. Brian's sexuality was part of the courtroom debate about his state of mind at the moment of the crime. The prosecution's evidence of his sexual deviancy took two forms: testimony about him leering at a young (female) swimming instructor during one of Susan's lessons and a selection of pornographic video tapes that he tried to dispose of the day of the murder that featured transgender sex workers. For the defense, these same videos were presented as evidence of Brian's lingering trauma from being raped by an older boy back in Iran (the prosecution never stipulated the fact of Brian's rape, much less its effects). However, LurkerXIV and Quinn's "research" on Islam and homosexuality was part of a cultural framing of Brian that was at once Islamophobic (in that it embraced the idea that Brian's Muslim background defined him more than any other attribute and framed that Muslim background as inherently inimical to America/Christianity) and homophobic (in conflating rape with consensual sex). Quinn seems to have assumed that these biases were somehow a fact that their government should embrace and act upon. Quinn and Lurker XIVs' reaction to Anderson's verdict, then, was hardly surprising. The verdict prompted posts from a few others who had not commented on the trial while it was in progress, including, as we shall see, from Mellie Yasipour. Lurker XIV fumed, "I'm going to keep an eye on Anderson, and if he does a repeat performance of going easy on a child abuser or child-murderer, I'm going to get Bill O'Reilly on his case! (FFJ 2006, March 24, 7:04 p.m.) ."
The importance of these Internet posts is that they reflect precisely the attitudes that Miele and Spring worried would influence a jury pool in their part of Pennsylvania. The combination of the transcript of sidebar in Judge Anderson's chambers and the Forum for Justice posts serve as proxies for the local mindset and how it might have impacted understanding of the Yasipour family, Brian in particular. As perhaps a further indication of the accuracy of Miele's characterization of Lycoming County Pennsylvania, Trump carried the county 70.46% to 25.75% in the 2016 Presidential election (http://www.electionreturns.pa.gov), the best margin of victory for a Republican presidential candidate recorded there this century.
The temptation here, perhaps, is to assume that this vitriolic and essentially Orientalist "othering" of Brian by the FFJ was simply a local manifestation of a prevailing hegemonic discourse. Mohsen Mobasher has analyzed the effect of a changing national discourse about Iran on Iranian-Americans in Texas. Many that he interviewed in his study reported a sense of alienation from the rest of American society-despite enjoying other measures of professional and economic success in America-because of the negative image of Iran in American culture stemming from the Iranian Revolution of 1977 -1979 and Hostage Crisis of 1979 -1981 and reawakened with Iran's inclusion in the "Axis of Evil" in the aftermath of 9/11 (Mobasher 2012, pp. 7-8, 53-60, 64-66) . Brian killed Susan in a different America than the one he was tried in. On 24 August 2001, President George W. Bush was going to be in Williamsport for the Little League Baseball Championships. Most police resources that night were deployed to provide security for the Little Leaguers and the President. Because it was a bench trial, the defense team did not have not to contend with an anti-Iranian jury pool whose animosity would factor in the horrors that would unfold just 18 days after the murder.
It is worth noting that the Williamsport-based posters to the FFJ were not just supportive of Mellie in their posts. They distinguished between Brian Sr. and the rest of his family and expressed empathy for them throughout their posts even as they expressed outrage at Anderson's verdict. But the FFJ posters did not hear everything at the trial. For an obvious reason-the Fifth Amendment-they did not hear from Brian at trial. They also did not hear about Brian's confession during the trial. This revised narrative can include both.
Brian did not feel defined by his crime or by his national or religious identity, as far as I can tell. Certainly, as we have seen, he did not seem conflicted about his mobility between Iranian-Muslim and American-Christian contexts, nor was he particularly articulate about either religious doctrine. And, as I spoke to him in June 2010, his hyper-patriarchal gender ideology seemed more idiosyncratic-even as he discussed it in terms of mobility between "Iranian" and "American" contexts. I asked him what he remembered about Susan's death. He said he remembered stabbing her, but not why. This surprised me. All previous statements attributed to him indicated that he did not remember the act of killing Susan. I asked if he remembered why he had cleaned Susan up after he killed her. At trial, the debate was whether he was trying to cover up his crime or was engaging in some sort of confused mourning ritual (Farr 2006b ). He said, "I did not want them to know which knife I had used, so I washed them." I said, "You were trying to convince the police that you did not kill Susan?" "Yes."
"Did you plan to flee at some point, to escape?" "No." "So you thought you might convince everyone you had not harmed Susan and just continue living in Williamsport." "Yes." I asked why, in his view, Amaneh wanted to leave the marriage. Could he see her side at all? I wondered to myself. "Because I was too obsessive." I asked if anything happened that made it more likely that Susan would die. He mentioned that the custody hearing that morning had gone badly. He was only going to have Susan for three hours, three days a week, not eight. But, I reminded him, those five hours were going to be school. It is not as though Amaneh would actually have Susan with her more of the time.
"I wanted to get weekend visitation in exchange." Even so, how did this inform his filicidal thoughts? I asked him, "Were you afraid that Amaneh would take Susan to Iran?" "Yes."
I asked him what would be so bad about Amaneh living in Iran with Susan. "It would not be nice to have a woman alone with her child." "Well, couldn't you just go to Iran yourself and win your rights more easily?" I asked. "I did not want to live in Iran," he offered. The reductive implication of what he was saying was that he killed his daughter so he would not have to live in Iran. This was at odds with the prosecution's theory that he planned to flee to Iran, but also with Brian's own attempts to be judged by Iranian legal standards in America. Could a man kill his daughter just to preserve the power of his own mobility? A member of Brian's former church in Montoursville, a witness for the prosecution, had said, "Brian Yasipour is the focus of Brian Yasipour's life (YT, 13 March, p. 20) ." But, even with that, there were so many other options than murder. Filicidal ideation often includes a notion that killing the child is necessary to avoid a worse fate. I did not get the sense that he believed that when I spoke to him. What about the day of the crime?
It was not until I reviewed Brian's suppressed confession that I felt I understood the tortured logic of his filicidal delusion-the fate worse than death that would "inevitably" result from Susan growing up without him in Iran. Judge Anderson ruled on a pre-trial motion to suppress Brian's confession on the night of the murder on 22 November 2002 (Anderson 2002) . The text of Anderson's order preserved the remarkable substance of Brian's confession itself. In his confession Brian drew a direct causal line between Judge Butt's decision to reduce his visitation and "the fact his child would be forced into prostitution (Anderson 2002, p. 4) ." Why would this happen? Because, somehow, Amaneh might take Susan to Iran. Somehow the loss of his visitation rights, the loss of his control over Susan made this fear more concrete to him. But, he allegedly added, "she [Susan] did not have to worry about it anymore and she was better off now (Ibid.)." Anderson did not find police to be lying about Brian's statements, just that the confession was inadmissible because Brian had not been Mirandized. In these alleged statements, we see the scope of Brian's fears about losing control of Susan's mobility. In his mind at the time, the loss of control would lead to her sexual violation, if not through an assault (as had been his own experience) than through circumstances reducing her to sexual slavery. Even though Susan was much too young to be held to cruel account by a deranged father for sexual impropriety in a classic honor killing case, he could imagine an "inescapable" future when she would be old enough to "dishonor" him in Iran and destroy his wish to be a "good father." Nevertheless, despite his protestations in court about Iran being "family oriented," despite his attempts to import a more "Iranian" marriage into the United States, and despite his efforts to avoid imprisonment and responsibility for his crime, Brian wanted to stay in America. In the immediate wake of Susan's murder, it appears that Brian decided to risk being an American convict rather than being a repatriated Iranian fugitive from American law.
Concluding Discussion: "Regimes of Im/Mobility" and Historical Analysis
One of the limitations of this study, besides the obvious limitations of any case study, is that its methodology evolved from a non-research context and without a premeditated research design to explore the explanatory power of the many theoretical paradigms that might be reasonably applied. For example, it is unlikely that if I had begun with the intention of exploring regimes-of-im/mobility (or any other theoretical paradigm) in a given court system that I would have begun with a particular case. Rather, I would have established a long-term research project that relied on established relationships with a particular court that facilitated courtroom observations, routinized the review of court records and established protocols for interviewing participants in trials. I would have more deliberately integrated field research methodology with historical methodology to see what specific lines of inquiry emerged. Thinking about the most important sources for this study-the trial transcript and interviews-I can well imagine them, as part of a future study, being read comparatively with similar sources or even with literary/poetic sources for resonant themes and issues. That would have been far beyond the scope of this article, but there is extensive academic literature on the literary and memoir output of Iranian-Americans to take as a point of departure for such a future study (See, as examples, (Elahi 2006; Malek 2006; Karim and Rahimieh 2008) ; the last reference is an introduction to several studies in a themed issue of MELUS).
Nonetheless, the use of a "regimes of im/mobility" in a more retrospective way in this case has been helpful. And I would not claim to have exhausted its potential here. I applied it to a multi-focal analysis of gender and ethnicity and religion because those factors seemed linked at several points in the narrative of trial and were expressed in terms that resonated with the im/mobility framework. We are increasingly called upon to assess the intersection of multiple factors in social and historical analyses. The regimes of mobility approach can help us with this challenge. It can help us see and describe all "moving parts" in an unfolding event or process-even in the face of a considerable detail as in a microhistorical case study. It can do this because im/mobility-like gender-is such an elemental part of the human experience. Its expression is likely to be observable in a variety of sources, and, it will be part of any process we might choose to examine. To paraphrase Joan Wallach Scott, im/mobility is a "useful category of historical analysis (Scott 1999) ." Furthermore, rather than compete with other lines of inquiry, it can add visibility to them.
It would, of course, be wrong to suggest that Brian was a typical Iranian, American, or Iranian-American, or, that the tragic experiences of the Yasipour family were a representative microcosm of the Iranian-American experience. But the very uniqueness of their circumstances generated an extensive record from a variety of vantage points. This allows us to appreciate the relationship between the specific (personal and local) to wider frames of analysis. In any microhistory, the challenge is to see the forest though a careful examination of a tree. In this case, however, we have two "forests"-Iranian and American. We found certain aspects of these "forests"-gender, religion, ethnicity-were important to examine together through a complicated set of circumstances using the prism of im/mobility. In Brian, though, we had a very strange "tree" in the foreground of the analysis. I will conclude by briefly reviewing how the "regimes of im/mobility" approach can draw the analytical eye not just toward the wider context but enrich our understanding of the particular. Brian was not the only tree in the forest.
Though I only met with lead investigating officer Stephen Sorage once, on 10 June 2010, I think of him as the man who came to know Brian best. He coined a most apt term to describe Brian's default state of mind: "Brianland". In Brianland, one did not have to answer for any harmful action to others or stick with any idea or commitment that conflicted with one's narrow interest. When I presented my preliminary research about this case at the Iranian Studies Conference in 2014, Ali Akbar Mahdi commented that Brian's agency was most visible in apparent moments of cultural vacuum, when it seemed to others (e.g., officers of the court, members of the community) that none of the imaginable identities-Iranian, American, Iranian-American, Muslim, Christian, White-applied to Brian. Rather than simply embracing or accepting a liminal status, Brian seemed to actively project a social identity that suited his immediate circumstances best. This suggests that Brian's erratic agency was not about embracing a "core identity," but about the freedom to move among different social identities in Iran and America. Brian's idiosyncratic picking and choosing of American and Iranian cultural values (or his readings of them)-his imaginary "hypermobility" in Brianland-bewildered observers in Williamsport because of the cultural plausibility of each of the identities he projected into the "vacuum." Furthermore, the cultures that he navigated between were not static and representations of them were not settled. Though the images of Iran constructed by the prosecution and defense were essentially negative, they were not identical. Judge Anderson came to accept that Brian's frightening version of "family-oriented" Iran was not accurate.
In reflecting on this study as a microhistory in the introduction, we noted the differences between Brian's situation and that of Ginzburg's Menocchio. There is also a similarity. In both cases, the legal culpability of the accused rested on the question of their sanity. Assessments of their sanity rested, in part, on how "alien" these individuals were: there was an imaginary banishment to another cultural place. Among the books used to establish Menocchio's deliberate indulgence of heretical doctrines was an Italian adaptation of the Koran (Ginzburg et al. 1993, p. 43) . By contrast, the courtroom debates about Brian's ethnicity and sanity led to a nullification of those issues, letting the reality of his mental illness become a mitigating factor in his crime. Factoring in im/mobility into the microhistorical analysis of Brian's trial facilitates our ability to follow Brian's imaginary mobility between Iran and America. It also helps us notice the shifts in his social identity over time as perceived by others. As bewildering as Brian's imaginary hypermobility seemed to others during the time of his trial, it was built on a history of actual, physical mobility. At the same time, imaginary mobility seems to be at work in shifting community perceptions of the Yasipour family: sometimes they were Williamsport natives (Americans) and sometimes they were Iranian immigrants. Thinking of the relationship between imaginary and actual mobility helps the qualitative researcher reflect on these conceptual shifts as integral to an historical process rather than as disruptions. This is no less true in a microhistorical analysis with many details to consider. Consider a detail that illustrates the material consequences of imaginary im/mobility; they did not just apply to Brian, but to the court itself. In 2005, Miele and Spring sought a continuance to find and depose Brian's brother about Brian's medical history and in anticipation of the need for family testimony regarding mitigating factors in the (death) penalty phase of the trial. Anderson denied the continuance with this explanation:
The difficulty lies in obtaining the brother's testimony. No one has spoken to [the] defendant's brother, no one has an address, and therefore the content of his testimony is at this time uncertain. If alive, [the] defendant's brother is in Iran, a country [with] which the United States has limited diplomatic relations. Counsel concedes they cannot travel to Iran and it is highly unlikely that defendant's brother would be able to travel to the United States. Counsel's plan, if the continuance is granted, is to find [the] defendant's brother through a law office in Chicago. This law office maintains contacts in Iran. If found, defense counsel feels that arrangements can be made through the Pakistani Embassy to obtain a Visa for [the] defendant's brother to travel to Dubai in the United Arab Emirates. Counsel would then either arrange for some type of video conferencing or, as a last resort, proceed to Dubai to take his deposition for trial. The Court is keenly aware, and is sensitive to the fact this is a death penalty case and, accordingly, wishes to proceed in a manner that is cautious and accommodating to the defense. But, while the Court applauds defense counsel for leaving no stone unturned, the logistics of this particular situation are far beyond speculative. There is no assurance that anything can be accomplished by this intricate and costly procedure [emphasis added]; no one can represent to the Court what the testimony of [the] defendant's brother will be, or even that he can be found. Accordingly, the motion for continuance must be denied. (Anderson 2005, p. 2; emphasis added.) However much the defense might want to emphasize the role of Brian's Iranian origins, there were practical limits to that. This small example may not be what first comes to mind as a governmental "regime of im/mobility" rationally regulating the movement of "people, goods, capital and certain forms of knowledge (Baker 2016, p. 152) ," but it was certainly an instance of that phenomenon with direct consequences for Brian. The writ and resources of the Lycoming County Court system could not contend with multiple "regimes" that added time and cost to the process of preparing Brian's defense to the fullest possible extent. Furthermore, there was no getting away from the fact that Brian was a part of the Williamsport community-especially its court system. The trial focused on his hyper-patriarchal paranoia as a function of his Iranian origins. At the same time, Miele, Spring, and Anderson recalled that he was briefly active in a local men's rights group (though, unfortunately, I do not have a clear sense of what that involvement entailed). Spring had worked with Brian while she defended his sons against criminal charges. Miele vaguely remembered Brian striking up a conversation with him about father's rights when their paths crossed in the Lycoming County Court Building. In Williamsport, Brian was chafing not against a major regime of im/mobility rooted in U.S. immigration policy, but against the regulation of his power in "his" household: when and where he could see his child. From that vantage point, a "family-oriented" Iran that would accommodate his (by his own admission) obsessive personality might be a compelling mirage to run towards. Yes, Iranian law has more lenient defaults for filicidal fathers, as Brian opined, but not at all to the extent that he claimed. Also, Brian did not know about efforts like that of Eshaqi to change that. Egalitarian reformism, though unsuccessful so far, is also part of Iran's actual, diverse, living, and changing culture. In a qualitative analysis informed by considerations of im/mobility, the unbridgeable contrast between reductive conceptions of America and Iran falters in the face of observable similarities between Iranian and American responses to the horrors of filicide.
Even reductive constructions such as "Iranian" or "American" may not be consistently applied. The same FFJ posters that expressed such vitriolic orientalism in their judgment of Brian's actions also embraced Mellie and Susan as their own-and as being American Christians. They could have read Mellie, in particular, as a Muslim Iranian immigrant who was the victim of the patriarchal norms of her culture of origin-a version of "colonial feminism" that scholars like Leila Ahmed (Ahmed 1992) and Lila Abu-Lughod (Abu-Lughod 2013) have critiqued with reference to European and American foreign policy in the Middle East. Williamsport's embrace of Susan and Mellie does not seem to have been expressed that way. And Mellie seems to have felt that embrace. Other than court records, we have two other public records of Mellie's perspective at the time. The first was one of the last FFJ posts about the trial, "I am finding people across the country who acknowledge this brutal murder. I wish Susan (whose love toward every individual was under no condition [i.e., showed unconditional love to others]) was here to experience the love and compassion once more (FFJ 2006, 28 March, 8:35 a.m.) ." Quinn reported visiting Susan's grave in the cemetery the previous day, leaving an "Easters gift" and meeting with Mellie afterward.
It was a member of Stephen Sorage's church who donated the plot for Susan's burial. Sorage, who broke down at the sight of her autopsy, kept a picture of her on at his desk. It kept him focused on seeking justice for Susan. In our one and only meeting, he showed the picture to me. In the picture, Susan was smiling and safe, as if nothing could ever happen to her. It reminded me of the picture on a website memorializing her among other victims of domestic violence in her American home of Williamsport, Pennsylvania (An Empty Place at the Table 2005 ). The site mentions a "history of domestic violence" in Mellie and Brian's relationship prior to the murder-the only assertion of that we have in the historical record. Mellie and Susan, again, are just Williamsport natives-no mention of Iran. As a child, of course, Susan's mobility was always constrained. The microhistorical examination of her father's crime gives us a window on her agency and mobility between Iran and America also. She had visited Iran with her parents and knew Persian. We know she defended her mother when Brian threatened Mellie in Persian in their confrontation in the Learning Works. We also know that she tried to reassure her father that Mellie was not going to take her to Iran. When her father was selfish and cruel, Susan was kind and brave. In remembrance of lost loved ones, Iranians often quote a couplet by the 14th-century poet Hafez, "One whose heart is born into love never dies; what remains of us is written upon the record of the world." Susan's place in that record is no less valuable for being all too brief.
A Note on Methodology
In the end, I have to defer to readers to judge whether I have accounted for my own role sufficiently in the analysis because there is no way to write it out of the story. One unavoidable consequence of my role is that some participants would not talk to me after the fact, notably the prosecutors and Amaneh. My interviews with Judge Anderson (Anderson 2010) , Stephanie Farr (Farr 2014) , Nicole Spring, and William Miele (Miele and Spring 2010) were recorded, in keeping with my preferred approach to oral history. After an initial meeting on 10 June 2010, Agent Sorage would not respond to requests for a recorded interview. I was not permitted to bring recording equipment to interview Brian Yasipour in prison (Yasipour 2010) . Therefore, my descriptions of those interviews rely on extensive notes that I wrote up within hours of those meetings. Transliterations of Persian words follow a modified version of the Library of Congress system, without diacritics except for the ayn and hamza. Vowels were rendered as follows: e/i, o/u, a/ā. staff-in particular, Dawn Sweeley-for their assistance in securing transcripts of the trial. I also should note the help provided to me by student assistant in 2008-9, Maryam Abbas, as I began to gather information to work on this project. I also wish to thank Viola Thimm for generously introducing me to im/mobility as an analytical framework. I benefitted very much from the comments of the anonymous peer reviewers. My wife, Amelia Amin, always provides loving support, but I simply could not have completed the revisions to this article successfully this summer without her patient and insightful feedback. All remaining mistakes of interpretation or detail are mine.
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As noted, I did participate pro bono as a "cultural expert" for the attorneys representing Brian Yasipour at trial. My decision to study this event came after the trial was concluded and all interviews occurred after the legal process was over. Furthermore, as Brian Yasipour is now deceased, there is no way my analysis can have any impact on his sentence. The funding sponsors had no role in the design of the study, in the collection or interpretation of data, in the writing of the manuscript, or in the decision to publish the results. Yasipour pay your child support, you have recent inheritance [emphasis added]… (Anderson 2001, pp. 3-4) .'" The only way Brian could have inherited from his Muslim family in Iran is if he was thought to be Muslim in Iran. Did Brian present himself differently when he lived in America after 1969 to how he presented himself when he visited Iran? On 11 June 2010, I had an opportunity to ask Brian about this. "Are you a Muslim in Iran and a Christian in America?" I asked. "Yes," he said. Whether due to the stroke or the anti-depressants he was prescribed, Brian's face and voice were largely emotionless, but not cold, subdued, or robotic. There would be, at times, the faintest bit of urgency in his voice as he sought to clarify a point.
Appendix A
"If you were on Mars would you be a Christian or a Muslim?" I asked. "Christian." "What did you like about Christianity?" "Love your neighbor."
A number of studies have shown that Iranian-Americans of Muslim origin tend to be either less committed to Islam ("spiritual," agnostic, or atheist or otherwise affiliated) or, to a lesser extent, to take the step of converting to some denomination of Christianity (Chaichian 1997; Mobasher 2012) . What is unusual here, beyond the fact that Brian converted while still in Iran in 1968, was Brian's insistence on the advantages he perceived in Iranian law and society while simultaneously insisting on the advantages of living as a naturalized American and Christian convert in 2002. District Attorney Dinges was, in effect, calling his cultural bluff in 2006. Judge Anderson, however, did not take Brian's assertions about Iranian law at face value. He said, "I have trouble believing that any even third world country would have a law that says, 'Okay, you can buy your way into and out of murders of your children.'…I kind of accept that is not the law of Iran (Emphasis added. (TY 2006, 21 March, pp. 7-8) ." Anderson's intuition was correct. The Iranian legal system that Brian was attempting to conjure in defense of his marital rights and his legal culpability for Susan's death was not trapped in some patriarchal, "family-oriented" amber. It had been changing in the face of modern, globalizing cultural forces.
Proposed revision:
Comparing Iranian law to British law, Eshaqi noted that "diminished capacity" (particularly its presumption in the case of mothers and the infanticide of children under 12 months) in British law is the functional equivalent of excusing parents from qesās in Islamic jurisprudence. In Eshaqi's view, the consensus opinion of Islamic jurisprudence is that no parent in their right mind would kill their own children; therefore, such acts of murder could never be fully intentional. While parents who kill lipur, Keyārash. 2009 . Qatl-e Farzand: Pedar Ta Soc. Sci. 2017 Yasipour pay your child support, you have recent inheritance [emphasis adde pp. 3-4).'" The only way Brian could have inherited from his Muslim family thought to be Muslim in Iran. Did Brian present himself differently when he li 1969 to how he presented himself when he visited Iran?
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Yasipour pay your child support, you have recent inheritance [emphasis added]… (Anderson 2001, pp. 3-4) .'" The only way Brian could have inherited from his Muslim family in Iran is if he was thought to be Muslim in Iran. Did Brian present himself differently when he lived in America after 1969 to how he presented himself when he visited Iran? On 11 June 2010, I had an opportunity to ask Brian about this. "Are you a Muslim in Iran and a Christian in America?" I asked. "Yes," he said. Whether due to the stroke or the anti-depressants he was prescribed, Brian's face and voice were largely emotionless, but not cold, subdued, or robotic. There would be, at times, the faintest bit of urgency in his voice as he sought to clarify a point.
Comparing Iranian law to British law, Eshaqi noted that "diminished capacity" (particularly its presumption in the case of mothers and the infanticide of children under 12 months) in British law is the functional equivalent of excusing parents from qesās in Islamic jurisprudence. In Eshaqi's view, the consensus opinion of Islamic jurisprudence is that no parent in their right mind would kill their own children; therefore, such acts of murder could never be fully intentional. While parents who kill On 11 June 2010, I had an opportunity to ask Brian abo Christian in America?" I asked. "Yes," he said. Whether du was prescribed, Brian's face and voice were largely emotio There would be, at times, the faintest bit of urgency in his v "If you were on Mars would you be a Christian or a M "Christian." "What did you like about Christianity?" "Love your neighbor."
A number of studies have shown that Iranian-America committed to Islam ("spiritual," agnostic, or atheist or oth take the step of converting to some denomination of Chris What is unusual here, beyond the fact that Brian converte insistence on the advantages he perceived in Iranian law an on the advantages of living as a naturalized American and C Dinges was, in effect, calling his cultural bluff in 2006. Judge assertions about Iranian law at face value. He said, "I have country would have a law that says, 'Okay, you can buy yo children.'…I kind of accept that is not the law of Iran (Emph Anderson's intuition was correct. The Iranian legal system defense of his marital rights and his legal culpability for patriarchal, "family-oriented" amber. It had been changing i forces.
In 2001, Mohammad Eshaqi published a treatise on f reform framed around equal punishment for fathers an presented as both a defense of Islamic legal norms and of Twelver Shiʿism that is an Islamic Republican answer to pre that all schools of Islamic law traditionally excluded fi (retaliation, i.e., the death penalty administered by the sta forgive the convict). Thus, filicide was outside the realm of crimes, and fell into the much larger realm of "discretio typically constituted the bulk of the criminal code in countr
In the Islamic Republic of Iran in 2001, filicide fell und The question for Eshaqi was not whether the punishment w revised to clarify that it would be applied equally to mothe [Current Article 202] : The father or grandfather that kil to qesās, yet shall pay a diyeh ("blood money") to the taʿzir (3-10 years for "intentional murder").
The father or grandfather or mother or grandmother that kil to qesās, yet shall pay the murder diyeh to the heirs o (Eshaqi 2001, p. 194) .
Comparing Iranian law to British law, Eshaqi noted th presumption in the case of mothers and the infanticide of ch the functional equivalent of excusing parents from qesās in the consensus opinion of Islamic jurisprudence is that no p own children; therefore, such acts of murder could never be
